
  

Shot Sequence & Psychology



  

Shot Sequence - Overview

This is a precise sequence of steps which you 
repeat exactly on each shot



  

Example: My Shot Sequence
1. Check sling
2. Put fingers on string
3. Position hand in grip

4. Move bow shoulder forward (predraw)
5. Lift bow
6. Draw
7. Reach reference point

8. Aim at target
9. Draw through clicker
10.Release



  

Homework!

● Write down your shot sequence, as detailed as 
possible

● When you next shoot, compare what you 
actually do to what you wrote down

● Rewrite sequence as necessary until it covers 
every small step in your shot



  

Breathing

● When to breath in/out is an important part of the 
sequence

● Most common are to either:
 Take a deep breath before drawing and hold it
 Breath in while drawing, then hold breath once 

at reference



  

Thinking 

● What's going on in your head during the shot is 
important as well

● You will shoot best if the subconscious is in 
control of the shot

● Ideally you want to keep your mind blank, but 
this can be difficult especially if not relaxed

● Having a set thinking pattern can help. Take 
your conscious mind off the shooting but 
without it being a distraction



  

Between Shots
● Between each shot you need to forget whatever 

just happened, and go into the next one clear 
headed

● If the last shot was bad, its easy to lose 
confidence

● If the last shot was good, its very common to 
put pressure on yourself for the next one

● Don't! Think about something completely 
different. Sing a song in your head...

● Whatever, just so long as its relaxing and gets 
rid of any lingering thoughts



  

Chill, bro

● “But its all going wrong!”
● This happens for everyone at some time
● Important to take your time, don't panic & rush
● Closing your eyes and taking deep breaths is a 

sure way to calm down
● Work through your shot sequence step by step 

in your head before the next shot
● Visualise the times when it went well and hold 

on to that



  

Visualisation
● This is a big thing among top archers
● Close your eyes and imagine yourself on the 

shooting line
● Think what you would see and feel during shooting, 

and picture this in your mind
● Where does the arrow hit?
● Work on this until they're all hitting the 10. Its your 

imagination after all, your brain is the only thing 
stopping this, not technique/equipment/training



  

Meditation

● Everything discussed so far can be considered 
forms of meditation

● Theres a lot of material out there on this, and 
potentially highly beneficial to archery

● A simple exercise is to close your eyes, breath 
slowly and deeply, focus only on the breathing 
and try to visual the air flow in and out
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